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Architecture’s Expanding Field:
AD Magazine and the Post-Modernisation of Architecture
Stephen Parnell

London, May 1979: Margaret Thatcher was voted Prime-Minister of the UK; and
Haig Beck resigned as the Editor of AD (the magazine formerly known as
Architectural Design), leaving Andreas Papadakis as both proprietor and Executive
Editor.1 A new era beckoned for both the UK and AD: as the pendulum of political
consensus swung to the right, the magazine that was responsible for introducing to
the world the neo-avant-garde movements of the New Brutalism and Archigram was
in the incunabulum of its Post-Modern turn.
But the 1980s wasn’t just about Post-Modernism as a style: it also witnessed the
growth of architectural culture as an industry. In his famous essay, Postmodernism,
or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, written at the height of the Post-Modern2
period in the mid-1980s, Fredric Jameson suggested that 'It is in the realm of
architecture […] that modifications in aesthetic production are most dramatically
visible' – indeed he claimed that his conception of Post-Modernism derives from
architectural debates.2 While Reinhold Martin has more recently extended Jameson’s
claim, arguing that ‘by the mid-1980s, “postmodernism” had come to designate a
discursive formation’ rather than a style, he still maintained that architecture
‘functioned as its avatar’.4 As enthusiasm for Post-Modernism waned later in the
decade, Jameson expanded his paper into a book of the same name and emphasised
the previously implicit claim that 'in postmodern culture, “culture” has become a
product in its own right’.5 Martin, again, extended this idea by suggesting that
architecture – the discipline that introduced Post-Modernism to the world and
‘functioned as its avatar’6 – can offer something more: that not only is it the ‘active
“unthinking” of Utopia’,7 but furthermore, that ‘architecture, as a form of
“immaterial production” fully materialized, stands at what we can call the crux of
postmodernism, operating simultaneously along an axis of representation and an
axis of production’.8
If Jameson’s and Martin’s claims are true, then AD must have been PostModernism's most vital organ, because it was the vehicle through which Charles
Jencks9 was able to launch and fight for Post-Modern architecture.5 Papadakis’s
Academy Editions had already published the first two editions of Jencks’s The
Language of Post-Modern Architecture [1], having launched his ideas in two special
issues of AD devoted to the nascent movement, guest edited by the Anglo-American
writer.10 As such it is worth re-scrutinising this 1980s title now, with the benefit of
historical hindsight, to see whether it is possible to detect any clues it may offer in
understanding what Post-Modernisation actually implied for the profession,
practice, and culture of architecture.

On this basis, I will examine the content and wider context of AD in order to explain
the trajectory of this erstwhile agent of Modernism to Post-Modernism. As AD was
so central to the promotion of Post-Modern architecture, I will argue that this shift
wasn’t merely symptomatic of the overarching retreat from Modernist positions, and
neither was it simply a question of aesthetics and taste, but more substantially that
architectural Post-Modernism should be considered an underlying turn away from
the production of buildings towards their representation, from material to
immaterial production, and from practice towards culture. Furthermore, I will argue
that AD was an active agent in this shift, rather than merely a witness – a director of
architecture rather than just a reflector.
AD was unique compared to other architectural magazines in the 1980s. For
example, the RIBA Journal, ostensibly the professional body’s chief organ and
mouthpiece, concentrated on the process of architecture rather than the product and
much of its material concerned technical and legal issues: issues of style are barely
mentioned, and articles on history/theory were rare. Its only real ideological position
was to promote the practice of architecture in general, albeit only to other architects,
as its circulation consisted of the Institute’s membership. It was certainly a reflector
rather than director of ideas and discourse. Meanwhile, The Architectural Review
rejected Post-Modernism as a style but continued to focus on the building as the
object of architecture’s interest. AD, on the other hand, was more inclined to
simultaneously embrace the style and reflect the shift to ‘immaterial production’ in
both its content (representation) and design (production), focusing more on
architectural culture than practice. The ‘AD Profiles’, as the issues had become
known since the magazine’s redesign in January 1977 [2], became increasingly
devoted to cultural enterprises: exhibitions; competitions and awards; symposia and
lectures; and other publications. Later in the decade, Academy supplemented its
publishing activities with other cultural initiatives. Academy was already a leading
publisher and seller of books on art and architecture and while this remained its
main focus, Papadakis responded instinctively to the ‘expanding field’ of
architecture by organising AD into part of a larger synergistic machine of
architectural culture production. Importantly, he aimed these not only at architects,
but also a wider public who were increasingly discovering an interest in architecture.
This article examines the cultural enterprises that AD became progressively involved
with during Academy’s ownership from 1977 to 1992, an era that essentially
spanned architectural Post-Modernism, in order to identify its uniqueness and
agency in architectural culture during the Post-Modernisation of architecture,
understood in the sense of it being more than just a style.
Post-Modern Architectural Institutions
The Post-Modern strain of Pluralism (or ‘Radical Eclecticism’ as Jencks originally
called it) was ostensibly a movement away from Modernism’s dogma and towards a

more democratic position of ‘everything goes’. Yet Hal Foster has argued that
Pluralism in fact suggests ‘a cultural stalemate’, and even a ‘political’ and ‘economic
screen’ that is ‘a condition that tends to remove art, culture and society in general
from the claims of criticism and change’.11 From the point of view of a critic like
Jencks, who came from a privileged background,12 Pluralism entrenches the values of
connoisseurship of taste and reinforces the position of those who understand
arguments around ‘style, that old bourgeois substitute for historical thought’. 13
Writing in the mid-1980s Foster argued, against Pluralist proponents like
Jencks, that ‘culture is not merely superstructural: as Adorno stressed, it is now an
industry of its own. […] This is why important galleries, auction-houses, magazines,
museums, as beneficiaries of such consumerism, actively promote pluralism’.14 This
explains why Papadakis was so keen to promote Pluralism: he was not trained in
architecture, and was not especially interested in arguing for any particular
movement himself. However, he was very good at encircling himself with those who
passionately did want to, and needed a platform to do it. Furthermore, from a
business point of view, Pluralism potentially appealed to a wider range of people
from both the public and the architectural community. Papadakis acknowledged this
in an interview with Geoffrey Broadbent, who wrote that ‘Post Modern sells. Very
well. And, says Papadakis: “I'm a Capitalist and if you're onto something good,
something that sells, you don't give up because a few eccentrics don't like it.”’15
Yet not only did the content of AD clearly exhibit a tendency towards
Pluralism and Post-Modern architecture as a style during this era, it also increasingly
focused more on architectural culture than practice. The Profiles became less
concerned with the design and construction of buildings and were increasingly
devoted to cultural enterprises such as exhibitions, competitions, awards,
publications, lectures, and symposia – the ‘immaterial’ rather than ‘material
production’ that Martin refers to.16 Under the aegis of Pluralism, Papadakis began to
supplement his publishing activities in the second half of the 1980s with other
initiatives aimed at supporting the wider ecosystem of architectural culture that fed
AD. These were perhaps in response to those of his rival Alvin Boyarsky at the
Architectural Association (AA) in London between 1971 and 1990 and another of
Colin Rowe’s former students, Peter Eisenman, at New York’s Institute of
Architecture and Urban Studies (IAUS) between 1967 and 1985. These, as well as
other institutions of architecture, emerged in the 1970s and ‘80s to form an
ecosystem of architectural culture that permanently influenced how architects could
make a living.
The AA quickly established itself as a leading centre of international
architectural culture when Boyarsky seized the opportunity to make the school more
international after its removal from student grant support in the early 1970s. Andrew
Higgott, who was ‘someone who was there for much of his [Boyarsky’s] time as
Chairman of the Architectural Association School’ wrote that Boyarsky also had a
‘larger obsession and long-term project of re-making architectural culture’.17
Besides setting up a major history and theory lecture series under the

direction of former AD Technical Editor Robin Middleton, Boyarsky also established
a gallery.18 But his key strategic master-stroke to reinvigorate the AA was to consider
publishing as a site of architectural production in its own right: Hejduk wrote in
Boyarsky’s obituary that, 'the fabrication of books in a way was his first architectural
love’.19
The AA has a long publishing tradition, starting with the AA Sketch Book in
1867, and its first monthly journal, AA Notes, appeared between 1887 and 1905.20 On
arrival in September 1971, Boyarsky inherited the AA's house journal, AA Quarterly
(or AAQ), established by Dennis Sharp in 1968. AAQ had taken over from Arena,
which had itself taken over from the long running AA Journal in 1965. Boyarsky
wanted autocratic control of the AA's image and when he became chairman of not
only the School, but also the Association in 1978, he set out to replace AAQ with his
own magazine. According to Higgott, Boyarsky was also unhappy with any form of
sponsorship, and ‘its conjunction of academic and historical texts with
advertisements for lift contractors and plasterboard manufacturers appeared to
cause him physical pain’.21 After a bitter struggle with Sharp, AA Files was launched
in 1981 and AAQ shut down the following year. From this point on, the AA became a
major architectural publishing house. The Folio series started in 1983, publishing rich
works of a new breed of young future ‘starchitects’ such as Daniel Libeskind and
Zaha Hadid, and the Works series consisted of monographs of key modern British
practices. Then there were historical publications, the AA's Projects Review featuring
the work of the school, and many more publications which would probably not have
been viable at another publisher.22 Quality was always paramount, thanks to the
AA's own Print Studio established on Boyarsky's arrival as part of the
Communications Unit headed up by Dennis Crompton, who points out that
publishing is so integral to the culture of the AA because its 'constitution stipulates
that the school and the association have to publish, so publishing is actually built into
the original fabric of the organisation’.23 According to Sharp, Boyarsky ended up
spending almost £1million per year on publications – a third of the AA's annual
turnover.24
Under Boyarsky, then, the AA emphasised its cultural program so extensively
that, ‘the school gradually turned into a space of exchange as opposed to
production’25 and according to Irene Sunwoo, this
offers a historical lens that brings into focus a broader shift in architectural
education: from a modernist system of professional training that codified the
architect’s responsibility to design and build for the needs of society, to a
postmodernist pedagogy that positioned architecture as an intellectual and
critical practice.26
Despite Jencks teaching on the General Studies programme, it was not the style of
architecture produced that made the AA a postmodern institution (that simply
wasn’t the case), but its shift from practice to culture, of which publication formed a
major part.
Just before Boyarsky started reviving the AA, Eisenman initiated another

independent architectural institution across the Atlantic. He established the IAUS in
1967 as a 'think tank for progressive inquiry into architectural history and theory and
contemporary urban issues, independent of any professional or academic institution
and free of the burdens of accreditation’.27 It soon became the centre of New York
architectural culture and in 1973 launched the journal, Oppositions: A Journal for Ideas
and Criticism in Architecture with Eisenman, Frampton, Mario Gandelsonas, and later,
Anthony Vidler as editors. Oppositions published weighty essays on architectural
history and criticism until Eisenman left the Institute in 1982 after the twenty-fifth
issue (although a final 'unofficial' twenty-sixth issue appeared in 1985, just before the
Institute itself folded). The IAUS and its journal created something of a selfreferential discursive arena for an elite architectural circle orbiting around its
founder. As Belmont Freeman states in her review of Diana Agrest's recent
documentary, 'Eisenman and company were obsessed with controlling the door to
the clubhouse — figuratively and literally — and determining who was a member of
the intellectual elite of architecture’.28 This network of anointed architects was one of
the by-products of institutions like the IAUS and the AA and there was an
intersection of people between the two institutions.29 For instance, AA graduate Rem
Koolhaas went on to write Delirious New York while a Fellow at the IAUS, and in
January 1975 Eisenman appeared in conversation with Boyarsky on AATV, the AA’s
own closed circuit television channel.
In his ‘collective biography’ of the IAUS, Kim Förster has argued that it
‘promoted a postmodernism in architecture, understood not just as a juxtaposition
and quick change of styles and fashions, but as a broader cultural phenomenon’
calling it a ‘factory of knowledge and culture’.30 Although the Institute started out
doing architectural research and design, the social and economic conditions of the
early 1970s rendered this no longer viable and in order to survive, it was forced to
move into the production of culture. Förster argues that the Post-Modernisation of
architecture occurred at the Institute through the commodification of architectural
culture in the forms of exhibitions (a gallery was opened there in 1975), the journal
Oppositions (followed by the journals October and Skyline), public and private lecture
series, and the offering of architectural education (albeit validated by other
institutions).31
These two institutions, as well as a number of others outlined below, emerged
internationally in the late 1970s and 1980s focusing on an immaterial architectural
culture that coincided with, and reinforced, the rise of Post-Modern architecture, and
which allowed architects to earn a living as much from the softer practices of
teaching, speaking, exhibiting, and publishing, as the harder practice of designing
and overseeing the construction of buildings. The Post-Modernisation of AD
magazine should be seen more in terms of this shift from an emphasis on buildings
towards representations of buildings, rather than in any promotion of a particular
style.
Exhibitions

Besides these specifically trans-Atlantic architectural institutions, the 1970s and ‘80s
also witnessed the emergence of a market for the architectural drawing as the
primary object of interest from an architect’s production – in other words, as an
autonomous art object. In his Ph.D. dissertation, ‘Drawing on Architecture’, Jordan
Kauffman has observed that ‘it was as if, to rephrase Douglas Crimp, architectural
drawings, though invented earlier, were really only discovered in the 1970s and 1980s’
and notes that ‘new networks of galleries, collectors and institutions arose that
focused on architectural representations’.33 The Max Protetch gallery was founded in
New York in 1978 and Kauffman writes of an interview with Protetch, who says of
his best shows that
typically retrospective in character, they gave the architects an opportunity
to present their work as a critical project. As time progressed, though,
Protetch found that architects began ‘speaking like artists and insisting on
doing a show,’ by which Protetch meant that the architects began to prepare
works specifically for show, thinking of their productions as gallery pieces
rather than evidence of their critical practices. ‘It was every one, right from
Graves, through Isozaki, Zaha, and Rem.’ They would formulate and curate
their work while they produced it. The architects themselves were beginning
to think of their productions as art.
Kauffman argued that Post-Modernism was as much about the shift to an emphasis
on drawing, as on any focus on stylistic change: ‘As Postmodernism became
understood as an increasingly viable critique of Modernism in architecture,
drawings assumed a primary role’.34
The emergence of a market in architectural drawings led to architecture
exhibitions and museums developing into an institution in their own right in the
1970s as Ezster Steierhoffer has pointed out.35 These new architectural institutions
learned from (and even in certain situations merged with) the art market, becoming
part of the ‘experience economy’ of late capitalism.36 As late as 1988, Beatriz
Colomina could write:
While the gallery system has been a basic institution in the art world
bringing together and mediating the relationship between producers and
consumers, artists and audiences, the same does not hold true for
architecture. The phenomenon of the museum of architecture, of
architecture's exhibition in a gallery, is something so recent we have hardly
managed to grasp its meaning.
The traditional channel for the cultural diffusion of architecture has
been, and will still be for a while, the professional journals, which, unlike the
art magazines, have no connection with the gallery system. As architecture
enters the world of the art market, of shows and sales and published criticism,
those involved in its production, publicization, and diffusion must critically
address its changed cultural meaning.37
In 1979, the Canadian Center for Architecture in Montreal and the Deutsches
Architekturmuseum (DAM) in Frankfurt were both founded, as was the

International Confederation of Architectural Museums.38 Despite this, with the
demise of Art Net that same year, there remained only two other small, nascent
galleries for architectural exhibitions in London: the AA, and the emerging RIBA
programme at the Heinz Gallery in Portman Square which Charles Hind remembers
‘housed an extraordinary series of 135 exhibitions from 1972-99, many with
catalogues’.39
In 1981 Papadakis extended Academy's Leinster Gardens editorial offices to
accommodate small exhibitions on the ground floor, the first of which was dedicated
to Quinlan Terry's drawings. This was quickly followed by simultaneous exhibitions
of Robert Stern and ‘6 British Architects’.40 Academy published catalogues for the
Terry and Stern exhibitions, ‘sponsored by Architectural Design’, that included
additional short essays.
Although exhibitions featured in AD during the post-war years of Monica
Pidgeon’s editorship as news snippets or reviews, during the Academy era they
often formed the basis of entire issues. As early as June 1977, Robert Stern guest
edited 'America Now' which was 'compiled from the rich material gathered for two
major exhibitions of architectural drawings in New York’.41 Kazys Varnelis identified
these exhibitions as the point at which architects realised that ‘architectural drawings
were art works that could be owned, bought and sold,’42 going on to note that,
Stern traced the return to drawing to the Museum of Modern Art with its
exhibit of the work of Cooper Union students later presented in the book
Education of an Architect: A Point of View, an exhibit of 1975. The latter
exhibit, Stern wrote, brought home the narcissism of modernism sealed off
from everyday experience and from high culture. How the drawings by the
École students or by the architects he selected for his exhibit addressed reality
he didn’t explain, but significantly Stern did link the economic reality of the
lack of opportunity for architects in the 1970s and the production of the
drawing.43
Kaufmann, however, identifies Barbara Pine’s purchase of a Richard Meier
drawing of the Hoffman House in 1973 as the beginnings of this trend to collect
architects’ drawings, if not actually see them as investments.44 He argues that this
emergence of a market in architectural drawings arose not just due to the lack of
work for architects at the time, but because of the specific cultural environment in
the art market in New York in the early 1970s.
It was also in New York that AD found its first exhibition of architectural
drawings – this time historical rather than contemporary – to transform into an AD
Profile. The Architecture of the École des Beaux-Arts exhibition at the MoMA, New
York,45 which Varnelis claims catalysed the ‘new appreciation of architectural
drawing on its own terms,’46 was taken to the AA in May 1978 by Robin Middleton
who subsequently guest-edited The Beaux-Arts AD Profile comprising articles based
on lectures given at a conference held during the exhibition.47 Shortly after, the Roma
Interrotta issue [3],48 guest-edited by Michael Graves, assembled the twelve projects
prepared for the eponymous exhibition which was held in Rome in May 1978 and

subsequently travelled internationally. Graves commissioned a series of essays to
accompany the images taken from the exhibition and Quinlan Terry's lecture given
to the RIBA was printed at the end of the issue.49
There are numerous other examples of AD Profiles being produced from
architectural culture rather than practice.50 When the Deutsches Architekturmuseum
opened in 1985, AD dedicated the issue Revision of the Modern51 to it, which presented
work from the collection and its inaugural exhibition as well as essays about the
museum and its inception. By establishing this museum, its founder Heinrich Klotz,
who later wrote The History of Postmodern Architecture52 as a kind of Continental
competitor to Jencks’ Language of Post-Modern Architecture, was also directly
contributing to the establishment of the market for architectural culture as art.53
The highest profile exhibition of the period, however, was the first Venice
International Architecture Biennale of 1980, entitled The Presence of the Past, and on
whose organising committee Jencks sat. It has since become the largest and highest
profile architectural exhibition in the world. The main exhibit was the Strada
Novissima composed of twenty facades designed by architects invited by director
Paolo Portoghesi,54 in the space of the Corderia dell’Arsenale. Léa-Catherine Szacka
explains how this street was an instrument for connecting with the wider public, not
only through its representation in the media, but also for being experienced at full
scale and through a language that the public could understand: not merely
‘architecture for architects’.55 This exhibition with its Post-Modern subtext initiated
the Post-Modern Classicism sub-movement and Jencks guest-edited two AD Profiles
on this theme: Post-Modern Classicism to coincide with the exhibition, and
subsequently Free-Style Classicism.56 Elizabeth Keslacy argues that this pair of issues,
alongside Geoffrey Broadbent’s Neo-Classicism57 and Demetri Porphyrios’s Classicism
is not a Style [4]58 from the same era, emphasise the communicative potential for
architecture which was one of the key underlying motivations of the movement.59
Papadakis visited the exhibition in Venice with David Dunster in order to network
and publish what he recognised as a significant event in architectural culture. While
he found it difficult to infiltrate the clique,60 Academy managed to be the publisher
of the English version of the 352-page catalogue.61
The tendency to publish material originally intended for other purposes
became a common tactic for Papadakis throughout Academy’s tenure of AD.
Exhibitions were a particularly promising medium to publish, as they desired an
extended life beyond that of the temporary exhibition, and the material exhibited
was therefore itself free or inexpensive to publish. In the same way it eschewed
adverts for building products, in contrast to magazines like the AR and the RIBA
Journal, AD did not concern itself with reviews of buildings, industry chit-chat, or
technical notes aimed at the practising architect. Instead, through the Profiles, AD
became a bi-monthly book in an attempt to appeal to a wider audience. This tactic of
becoming essentially both a magazine and a book, itself resonated with Post-Modern
concerns to be less elitist and to communicate with the public. But it was ultimately a
business – as opposed to a cultural – decision designed to sell a product: architecture

as culture.
Competitions & Awards
Louis Kahn is quoted as saying that a competition project is an ‘offering to
architecture’.62 As a way of delivering a design for a client and finding work for an
architect, competitions have been controversial for as long as they have existed, but
the quote attributed to Kahn acknowledges that they are part of the ‘game’ of
architecture.63 Yet architects love competitions – in many ways, it’s what an
architectural education trains them for. Hélène Lipstadt has argued that
competitions allow architects to imagine they are working in a ‘pure’ field of cultural
production, almost autonomous from the realities of the world like literature or
painting, and more like an ‘art’ than a ‘profession’.64 ‘There are many reasons to
consider competitions as analogous to carnivals,’ she argues, ‘the frequently
proposed moment and place of symbolic inversion, the world upside down’.65 The
end result of a competition is not necessarily a building, but a series of design
proposals – immaterial rather than material products. These design proposals are
eminently publishable: since 1971, the German periodical Wettbewerbe Aktuell has
even made a successful business based entirely on publishing competition entries
and results.66 Furthermore, as adverts for their creativity, the architects want and
need these proposals published. While competition proposals regularly appeared in
AD during Pidgeon’s post-war editorship, they did not form the basis of an entire
issue like they did in the Academy era of AD.67 Papadakis even held his own
architectural competitions in order to produce publications.68
Arguably the most controversial and highest profile competition of the period
in the UK was that for the extension to the National Gallery, won by Ahrends Burton
Koralek in December 1982. AD was the only magazine to become actively involved,
hosting a debate amongst select architectural commentators69 to criticise the process
and its outcome.55 The ensuing ten-page criticism70 of the winning scheme was
introduced in italics: 56
Following the announcement by the National Gallery at a press conference
in December of the proposed extension on the Hampton site by Ahrends
Burton and Koralek, AD invited a number of well-known architectural
historians and critics to discuss the proposals at a meeting in its editorial
offices on Wednesday 4th January.71
Much of the critics’ discussion at that meeting was printed in the magazine and
although they appeared to be talking across each other most of the time, amongst the
scathing criticism the conclusion was clear: the competition had failed to produce a
decent quality building for such a sensitive site and the client and architects were
requested to go ‘back to the drafting board’.72 Although a high profile competition
and commission with much public interest, AD became involved before Prince
Charles infamously called ABK's scheme a 'monstrous carbuncle on the face of a
much-loved friend' on the occasion of the RIBA's presentation of the Gold Medal to
Charles Correa in May 1984.73 Kester Rattenbury has noted that the ensuing uproar

kick-started the public’s emerging interest in architecture and made it worthy of
discussion in the mainstream press.74 Another competition was launched, this time
won by Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown in February 1986. The January/February
1986 issue of AD was dedicated to the five unsuccessful schemes for this second
competition, all described by their respective architects. All the featured projects of
all these competitions and awards were therefore proposals rather than built
projects.
The year 1979 has already been identified as a watershed in the emergence of
architectural museums and exhibitions. As well as being the year after the
International Committee of Architectural Critics was established, this was also the
year in which the Pritzker Prize – often referred to as the ‘Nobel prize for
architecture’ – was first awarded ‘To honor a living architect or architects whose
built work demonstrates a combination of those qualities of talent, vision, and
commitment, which has produced consistent and significant contributions to
humanity and the built environment through the art of architecture’.75 Since then,
awards for architecture have continued to be launched by professional bodies and
the press alike to the extent that today, any self-respecting architect has to be called
‘award-winning'. This is perhaps due to awards themselves being able to be
interpreted as a very blunt form of contemporary criticism and winning an award
legitimises the project with critical acclaim by proxy, even more so than being
published or exhibited.
The AD Project Awards were reintroduced in 1980 for the magazine’s 50th
anniversary, having previously appeared between 1964 and 1969 as the AD Grand
Project Awards for projects ‘still on the drawing board’.76 These awards, however,
were never considered successful in producing a high quality of architecture to
publish and they were more concerned with AD being perceived as the definer of
architecture, and ‘a prime demonstration of the creation and maintenance of belief,
or illusio, in the field of architecture of the period’.77 Despite, or maybe even because
of this – and almost certainly unaware of it – the 1982 Awards were compiled into an
exhibition at the RIBA. According to Terry Farrell, Papadakis made this exhibition
happen after the RIBA had wanted to hold an exhibition but had failed to coordinate
the architects and funding: through sheer strength of character, and Academy’s
finances, Papadakis took charge of the exhibition and decided which architects
would participate.78 This exhibition, too, resulted in a large book which included the
AD Project Award winners as well as unpremiated entries, along with ‘projects from
further practices in an attempt to present a cross-section of today’s most interesting
work’.79 Amongst the various accompanying essays, Jencks wrote an obscure but
knowing piece on architectural culture, identifying small elites in key cities like New
York and London that effectively controlled architectural taste within the ‘growth of
the world architectural village – a result of inexpensive air travel and international
magazines’.80 Jencks himself, of course, was one of the major contributors to the
growth of this very architectural culture he describes.

Publications
As AD magazine morphed into the Profile format, and became almost
indistinguishable from Academy’s other architectural exhibition catalogues and
books such as The Language of Post-Modern Architecture, it was split into two
separately paginated sections: the ‘newsy’ section occupying several pages of
contemporary comment followed by the more substantial and themed Profile.67 The
magazine that the few thousand subscribers received included the first newsy
section and the Profile, allowing the Profile to be printed (and reprinted) separately
and sold as a more enduring book. According to Maggie Toy, a former AD Editor
who worked at Academy from 1988 to 2002, the magazine had on average around
3,000 subscribers, and another 3,000 Profiles were printed in the hope that it would
take off. Ingenious strategies like this enabled Papadakis to make AD financially
viable, especially considering he would print large initial runs in order to make the
cost per unit as cheap as possible, and keep the remaining publications in storage for
sale later. One anonymous article in Building Design mentioned, ‘All his titles are
sold abroad and his print runs for art books are roughly double those of the average
paperback. The figures for his architectural titles are astonishing in conventional
terms; his usual run is between 10 000 and 20 000 copies, sometimes running up to
30 000 (compared to the average run of an architectural book of between 1 750 and 2
000 copies). Even if three-quarters of these go abroad, and he wants to hold stock for
ten years, his policies are audacious’.81
In November 1980, after the inaugural Venice Architecture Biennale, Academy
started publishing a News Supplement for all AD subscribers as though
acknowledging that a more substantial news section was required for the magazine
after all. It was a single sheet of glossy paper, approximately A1 in size, printed in
black and white on both sides and folded into eight to be read as a broadsheet. The
first page proclaimed that, 'A calendar covering world-wide events in architecture is
planned for future supplements, and we invite our readers to send us advance news
of exhibitions, competitions, lecture series, etc’.82 The second issue, published in
January 1981 concerned itself with the Venice Biennale itself [5]. Four more editions
were published,83 each getting gradually bulkier and more newspaper-like, and each
sporting a cover price.84 The final issue was a twenty-eight page newspaper focused
on Tom Wolfe's From Bauhaus to Our House which was about to be published in
Britain.71 The content of the supplement overlapped with much in AD’s magazine
section and actually enabled that section to be removed entirely by 1984, when the
magazine became the same as the AD Profile, or essentially a bi-monthly book.
The series of Architectural Monographs, edited by David Dunster and launched
in 1978, complemented AD and its design was very also similar to that of the AD
Profile. Four Monographs86 appeared in the first year. The publication was, of course,
advertised in its sister publication and both magazines were available as a cheaper
subscription, even though the Monographs were published inconsistently after the
first year. Another sister magazine, Art & Design, first appeared in February 1985
and was advertised in AD with the words,

Art & Design covers the worlds of art and design with style, in depth,
bravely, without bias, with opinion, with understanding, succinctly, with a
difference, specifically, questioningly, outspokenly, overtly, with
information, with consideration, challengingly, and monthly.73
Subscription for both A&D and AD was also available at a special rate and this
magazine was also very good at advertising the Academy back-list of books and
other publications associated with AD. Two other new periodicals were launched in
the 1980s: the UIA Journal of Architectural Theory and Criticism (1988), and the Journal
of Philosophy and Visual Arts (1989). Toy remembers around fifteen to twenty people
producing around forty magazines, profiles and books a year. Producing
publications in the same format streamlined the process for this small team who
worked across all books, catalogues and magazines, making them more
commercially viable. It also inevitably made them appear similar and the distinction
between the bi-monthly magazine, the less regular monograph and the one-off book
or exhibition catalogue became increasingly slight.
Publications were always Academy’s end product. Within this art and
architecture publishing house, it is not surprising that AD became just one
component in a larger ecosystem of architectural culture designed to be profitable as
a whole. As Pidgeon discovered just a few years earlier, making a magazine
financially viable in its own right was becoming increasingly difficult. AD on its own
would likely not have survived, but when combined with Academy's other activities,
such as book publishing, the book shop, and the other associated magazines, all
produced by the same small team of people, the enterprise of architectural culture in
its entirety became viable.
Symposia & Lectures
Having published others' events for several years, Papadakis soon started to initiate
them himself and either host or sponsor talks, lectures and symposia. Sometimes
they were published in AD, but not always – occasionally they were simply events
that made AD visible and established it as a key ‘player’ in international
architectural culture. The earliest high profile symposium was the Studies in the
Theory and History of Architecture held at the Polytechnic of Central London
involving a number of high profile speakers [6].87 This led onto the publication of the
On the Methodology of Architectural History issue guest edited by Demetri Porphyrios
and one of the earliest reflections on the writing of architectural history.88
Towards the end of his life Papadakis himself identified on his own CV that:
An elaborate programme of exhibitions, symposia and cultural events was
developed internationally with the help of leading personalities, architects,
artists and critics world-wide. The results formed the basis of the publishing
of the Academy Group.89
The symposia became more ambitious as the decade progressed. In June 1984,
Academy hosted two symposia, one on the National Gallery extension debacle
(mentioned above) and one called Architecture for Today.90 The symposia became

increasingly high profile until they became landmarks on the international
architectural culture circuit. The Academy Forum was established in 1987 and its
first event – on the subject of Post-Modernism – was held that October at the Tate
Gallery in London. Over the next three years, a number of Academy Forums were
held at the gallery, including one on Deconstruction in March 1988. This resulted in
the publication of the Deconstruction issue of AD,91 importantly beating the MoMA
in New York to introducing this new architectural fashion to the world and
becoming a best-seller in the process, being reprinted several times.92 These Forums93
became so popular that The New Modern Aesthetic issue94 was practically a verbatim
record, complete with photographs of the speakers and audience debating the
question of the day. The Academy Forum became even more part of the
establishment when it moved to the Royal Academy with its inaugural Academy
Architecture Lecture (by Sir Norman Foster) on New Museology.95 While this annual
lecture endures to today, Papadakis finally took his Academy to the Prince of Wales's
Institute of Architecture, where he held a symposium on New Practice in Urban
Design.96
With this progression, then, Papadakis moved quickly toward the centre of
the British establishment and was instrumental in creating an elite circle of
architectural commentators at the centre of which Academy Editions was situated.
The photographs of the famous speakers can also be considered early manifestations
of the architect as celebrity, as the media began to focus increasingly on the architect
as personality rather than their work or even their words. According to Varnelis,
‘This change in architectural production is based on the spread of architectural
reproduction as image and to a progressive elevation of the architect as a celebrity,
again an image’.97
An Architectural Cultural Industry
In Architecture, Crisis and Resuscitation, Tahl Kaminer agrees with Martin that one of
Post-Modernism’s hallmarks is its ‘sullen withdrawal from engagement’.98 Kaminer
carefully analyses how ‘“the social”, including class interests and class identity, was
now replaced by “the cultural”. […] Unable to satisfy the new demands of society,
the discipline [of architecture] lost its grounding and its confidence, withdrawing
from reality into itself’.99 He goes on to explain how, from the mid-1970s, this
withdrawal from the ‘real’ was manifest in a turn to the ‘ideal’, or autonomous paper
architecture, specifically drawing. I want to argue that this retreat included any form
of the ‘softer’ architectural practice that allowed autonomy – not only drawing, but
also exhibitions, education, lectures, talks, seminars, competitions, awards, and most
fundamentally underlying them all, publication. This echoes sociologist Magali
Sarfatti Larson’s claim that Post-Modernism was symptomatic of a considerable regrounding of how the profession positioned itself within society. In her study of
architectural practice and culture during this period, she explains that ‘in
postmodern discourse, the model of European modernism is related as much to
practical conceptions of the architect's role and to changes in the way architects must

make a living as to their formal imagination’.100
In other words, underpinning the usual discussion of the Post-Modernisation
of architecture in terms of the superficiality of style, is the more fundamental,
structural transformation regarding the emergence and commodification of an
architectural culture: architects turned towards culture and away from building as
they lost belief in architecture’s role in constructing Utopia. A plethora of books
appeared in the mid-1970s proclaiming architecture’s demise, perhaps most
famously Peter Blake’s Form Follows Fiasco (1977), Brent Brolin’s The Failure of Modern
Architecture (1976), and Malcolm MacEwan’s stinging Crisis in Architecture (1974).101
As editor of the RIBA Journal from 1964 until 1971, the latter author clearly saw
where the profession was heading and the recession of the early 1980s in tandem
with the new Conservative government’s policies to open up competition in every
aspect of business hit the profession hard. Some direct or indirect consequences of
these policies were architects’ standard fee scale becoming merely recommended
and a change in the RIBA code of conduct to allow architects to advertise as well as
conduct business as a contractor or developer. But this was also the decade that
Design & Build emerged to challenge traditional procurement contracts, meaning
that clients could employ a contractor rather than an architect to procure a
building.102 Architects were unpopular, untrusted, and unemployed and the social,
economic, and political contexts in which they practised fundamentally changed.
Severely beaten and on the ropes, they were forced to find other ways to practise
architecture, one of which was the softer practice of the production of architectural
culture.
In addition to the emergence of the producers of this form of cultural
production, consumers of it also emerged at the same time. In his 1988 study
Architectural Practice, sociologist Robert Gutman agreed that besides the traditional
‘consumers of architecture’ who commission and use buildings, there is ‘a much
larger number of men and women who are not building owners or even heavy users
of them, but who like to read about architecture, tour buildings, visit museum
exhibitions, buy architectural drawings, and discuss architecture’. He called this
group ‘architecture buffs’.103 Despite the economic recessions of the 1970s, people in
Western society had become more educated and richer and were therefore more able
to spend their money and time on cultural pursuits, enabling what Theodor Adorno
and Max Horkheimer had famously identified as a ‘culture industry’.104 As Gutman
continued, ‘The significance of the consumers of architectural culture for the practice
of architects is that they create an alternative market […] that offers the prospect of
considerable autonomy’.105
The story of AD magazine exemplifies this narrative arguably more than any
other English language publication, going from the most potent and highest profile
of Modernist architectural organs under Monica Pidgeon in the 1950s and ‘60s to the
vehicle for Charles Jencks, among others, to launch and promote Post-Modernism in
the 1970s and ‘80s. While The Standard Catalogue Company was ultimately in the
business of selling catalogues of manufacturers' products, Academy was in the

business of selling books and the fact that AD’s very survival was under threat as it
changed hands enabled this shift to happen.106
Amongst the changing of the architectural avant-garde that occurred in the
mid-1970s, after long periods of stable editorial direction, both the AR and AD
completely replaced its editorial staff. While the AR maintained its owner and its
Modernist stance, AD was more precarious. Continuing to trade on its reputation
and name, changing ownership twice within two years allowed it – even forced it –
to look for new markets and to embrace a Pluralist approach. The revised social and
economic conditions rendered a new context in which buildings’ reproduction was
valorised as much as, if not more than, their production, and where a new AD
thrived as part of a wider ecosystem of architectural culture both inside and outside
of Academy. But even more than that, the magazine did more than reflect the
changes in architectural style and discourse: it became an active agent in the
construction of an architectural culture, embodying the values of Post-Modernism in
its very essence.
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Figure 1: The first two editions of The Language of Post-Modern Architecture (London:
Academy Editions, 1977 & 1978).
Figure 2: Cover of the redesign of AD – Profile no.1 – featuring Arata Isozaki,
January 1977.
Figure 3: Covers of The Beaux Arts (AD Profile no.17, November-December, 1978) &
Roma Interrotta (AD Profile no. 20, March-April, 1979).
Figure 4: Covers of Neo-Classicism (AD Profile no.23, August-September, 1979), PostModern Classicism (AD Profile no.28, May-June, 1980), Free-Style Classicism (AD
Profile no.39, January-February, 1982), and Classicism is not a Style (AD Profile no.41,
May-June, 1982).
Figure 5: AD News Supplement no.2, January 1981.
Figure 6: Poster for Theory & History of Architecture symposium at the Polytechnic
of Central London, May-June 1981.
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